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Abstract

DNA polymerases of the Family A catalyze the addition of deoxynucleotides to a primer with high efficiency, processivity, and
selectivity—properties that are critical to their function both in nature and in the laboratory. These polymerases tolerate many amino acid substi-
tutions, even in regions that are evolutionarily conserved. This tolerance can be exploited to create DNA polymerases with novel properties and
altered substrate specificities, using rational design and molecular evolution. These efforts have focused mainly on the Family A DNA polymerises
– Taq, E. coli Pol I, and T7 – because they are widely utilized in biotechnology today. The redesign of polymerases often requires knowledge of the
function of specific residues in the protein, including those located in six evolutionarily conserved regions. The most well characterized of these
are motifs A and B, which regulate the fidelity of replication and the incorporation of nucleotide analogs such as dideoxynucleotides. Regions that
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emain to be more thoroughly characterized are motif C, which is critical for catalysis, and motifs 1, 2 and 6, all of which bind to DNA p
emplate. Several recently identified mutants with abilities to incorporate nucleotides with bulky adducts have mutations that are not locin
onserved regions and warrant further study. Analysis of these mutants will help advance our understanding of how DNA polymerases
ith high fidelity.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

DNA polymerases are central to the maintenance of the
enome. They catalyze the template-directed addition of
eoxynucleotides onto a DNA primer and function in repli-
ation, repair, and recombination of DNA. Many DNA poly-
erases have evolved the ability to select substrates with

xquisite stringency, and catalyze DNA synthesis with high
fficiency and processivity. They can select against the incor-
oration of non-complementary bases and ribonucleotides, with
n accuracy greater than 99.99%—all the while completing each
eaction in a matter of milliseconds. Defects in this fidelity have
een postulated to result in premature aging and an increased

ncidence of cancer, myopathies, and neuropathies[1–3].
The selectivity of DNA polymerases has been important not

nly to biologists but also to biotechnologists. Thermostable
olymerases with high fidelity facilitate cloning and PCR-
mplification while low fidelity polymerases are central to muta-
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genic PCR. DNA polymerases that more efficiently incorpo
dideoxynucleotides or fluorescently labeled nucleotides
been developed for Sanger sequencing and microarray pr
tion, respectively. Retroviral DNA polymerases (reverse t
scriptases) are used routinely to copy messenger RNAs.
polymers with modifications of the phosphate backbone
increases their nuclease resistance or neutralize their elect
ativity have also been investigated for potential use in med
[4]. Interest in these different DNA processes fuels efforts to
ate new polymerases with altered substrate specificities. S
DNA polymerases used today are in fact modified from t
wildtype sequences—with the most notable being those us
mutagenic PCR, in vivo mutagenesis, and Sanger seque
(Table 1). Moreover, efforts are currently underway to cre
polymerases with other novel properties such as greater
racy, the ability to bypass bulky adducts efficiently, and
ability to incorporate an increasing array of nucleotide ana

DNA polymerases, like many other enzymes, are tolera
amino acid substitutions that might otherwise compromise
activity [5–8]. This tolerance exists throughout the protein, e
at highly conserved active site residues. Up to 40% of all
E-mail address: laloeb@u.washington.edu (L.A. Loeb). stitutions at theTaq Pol I active site are tolerated without any
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Table 1
Select examples of mutant Family A DNA polymerases with altered substrate specificity

Altered property Application Mutation (s) Reference

Increased efficiency of ddNTP incorporation DNA sequencing Motif B,Taq Pol I [30]
Lower fidelity of dNTP incorporation Mutagenic PCR Motif A,Taq Pol I [25]
Lower fidelity of dNTP incorporation In vivo mutagenesis Motif A and B,E. coli Pol I [15]
Increased efficiency of fluorescently-labeled

dNTP incorporation
DNA sequencing; production of
fluorescent DNA probes

Multiple, Taq Pol I [41,44]

significant loss of activity; yet some of these substitutes change
catalytic specificity. These findings present exciting opportuni-
ties for biochemists to modify polymerases for novel purposes
without abolishing their catalytic activity.

In the redesign of DNA polymerases or in efforts to under-
stand their structure-function, two general approaches have been
extensively utilized. The first is the rational mutation of poly-
merases based on structure, sequence conservation, and mech-
anism of catalysis. This approach has been highly successful
in determining the function of individual residues, but when
applied to creating polymerases for a highly specialized purpose,
is limited by lack of rules for predicting the effects of multiple
substitutions and substitutions at a distance from the active site.
The second approach falls under the rubric of applied molec-
ular evolution, the construction of large libraries from which
one obtains mutant enzymes with desired properties either by
screening or selection. Methods for the creation of libraries
include substitutions of portions of genes by oligonucleotides
containing random substitutions[9], phage libraries[10] chem-
ical modification[11], copying genes via error-prone PCR[12],
recombining segments of different genes by shuffling[13,14]
and the continuous evolution of mutant molecules in vivo[15].
Methods have even been established to encapsulate DNA poly-
merases and their encoding genes in lipid vesicles and to create
compartmentalized self-replicating units[16]. These technolo-
gies have yielded mutant enzymes with desired properties that
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acid residues outside these motifs and their role in altering the
activity and fidelity of polymerases.

This manuscript is dedicated to the memory of Dale Mos-
baugh, who approached science as a biochemist, a reductionist
and an incisive experimenter. He projected a joyous and even
childlike curiosity to discover how enzymes function both at a
structural level and within a cell. His focus was on uracil glycosy-
lase, the enzyme that removes misincorporated or spontaneously
generated uracil residues from DNA, and in a sense, monitors
errors by DNA polymerases. His approach was to redesign or
inhibit uracil glycosylase and to probe its function in cells. He
always wanted to use applied molecular evolution to change the
substrate specificity of uracil glycosylase and thus create new
and unique uracil glycosylases. His unanticipated departure will
deprive us of the many discoveries he would have attained in pur-
suing this uncharted path. In this manuscript, we will focus on
DNA polymerases, a companion enzyme that has been probed
extensively by mutagenesis. Our focus on DNA polymerase is
based on their centrality in the DNA synthetic process and the
value of this enzyme for biotechnology.

2. Overall structure of DNA polymerase I

The structure of Family A DNA polymerases has been com-
pared to a right human hand, with domains akin to the palm,
thumb, and fingers (Fig. 1a) [17]. X-ray diffraction studies of
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ever could have been predicted based on rational design.
ver, these techniques are also limited; only a small fractio
ll possible substitutions can be sampled, and many of the
fficacious mutant polymerases we have so far analyzed h
ultiple amino acid substitutions. It has become increas
pparent that in order to create proteins with new funct
oth approaches need to be combined and iterated seque

Efforts to create new DNA polymerases have focused m
n the Family A, whose members includesE. coli DNA Pol

, Taq Pol I, and T7 DNA polymerase. These enzymes
nvestigated extensively because of their simplicity in sub
omposition, their ease of purification, their voluminous
hemical characterization, and in some cases, their stabi
xtreme conditions. In this paper, we will review how this fam
f DNA polymerases selects its substrates and ways in w

his selectivity has been successfully altered. We will begi
ooking at the overall structure of the enzyme and known m
nisms that it uses for accurate replication. We then progre
iscuss the regions of the polymerase that contact its subs
the six conserved motifs found in Family A (Fig. 1) – and how
ach affects substrate selectivity. Finally, we consider a
-
f
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hree Family A DNA polymerases co-crystallized with DN
nd nucleotide substrates highlight the role of each doma
atalysis[18–20]. In these snapshots, the enzyme uses its
nd thumb domains to grip the double-stranded DNA prim

emplate, while its fingers curl over the palm to form the bind
ocket for the nascent base pair. The primer-template is
nted with the primer 3′ end near the fingers and the 5′ end nea

he thumb. The binding sites for the primer terminus, incom
ucleotide, and two magnesium ions required for catalysi

ocated on the inner face of the fingers and on surface o
alm near the fingers. Some members of the Family A D
olymerases have additional domains that contain exonuc
ctivities.

These polymerase domains undergo two major struc
earrangements during catalysis[18–20]. The first is the openin
f the thumb-palm cavity upon binding of the DNA substr
his is accomplished by the movement of the polymerase th
way from the palm. Simultaneously, the tip of the thumb m

n the opposite direction toward the palm to form contacts
he DNA minor groove. The second conformational chang
he rotation of the fingers toward the palm concomitant
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Fig. 1. Structure of DNA polymerase I. (a) Crystal structure ofTaq DNA polymerase I in closed conformation. Palm, thumb, fingers and exonuclease domains are
labeled. Motifs 1 (purple), 2 (blue), A (green), B (yellow), 6 (orange), and C (red) are highlighted. Primer-template duplex DNA is colored pink. The two catalytic
magnesium ions bound to the palm are colored white. Figure was generated from PDB coordinates 3KTQ[19] using MacPymol. (b) Evolutionarily conserved motifs
of DNA polymerase Family A: motifs 1, 2, A, B, 6, and C from E.coli, Taq, Bst, and T7 are aligned according to amino acid conservation. Numbers bracketing
each sequence denote the first and last residue. Bolded letters are evolutionarily conserved residues throughout all members of Family A. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

nucleotide binding. This transitions – from the “open” to the
“closed” form of the enzyme – restricts the size of the active site,
forms important contacts between the fingers and the nucleotide,
and helps to establish the required geometry for substrate recog-
nition and incorporation.

Extensive work on Family A DNA polymerases over the
past 30 years have carved the path to understanding how DNA
polymerases synthesize DNA with exceptionally high accuracy
[21]. Two types of enzyme-to-substrate interaction have been
postulated to account for this selectivity. The first are bond-
ing interactions formed between residues of the active site
and the substrates. These interactions consist of direct ionic

bonds, hydrogen bonds, or magnesium-mediated bonds between
residues and charged groups on the DNA duplex and incom-
ing deoxynucleotide. These interactions not only position the
substrates correctly but also select the correct and exclude incor-
rect nucleotide substrates at the active site. The second type of
interaction for establishing substrate selectivity is non-bonded
and relies on steric repulsive forces that prevent molecules
from clashing[22]. The active site has a precise geometry,
which allows complementary basepairs to fit but disfavors non-
complementary basepairs that typically have incorrect size and
shapes. This steric hindrance in some instances accentuates the
direct bonding mechanism, by sandwiching substrates in an ori-
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entation in which their charged groups are forced into contact
with charged residues on the polymerase.

The sum of all these interactions, bonding and non-bonding,
contributes to three checkpoints that determine replication
fidelity [21]. The first of these is the preferential binding of
the complementary nucleotide to the polymerase—with a 10- to
100-fold greater affinity than non-complementary nucleotides.
The second checkpoint for selection occurs when the enzyme
transitions from the open to the closed conformation. The rate
for this transition is up to 10,000 times faster for the correct
nucleotide than for an incorrect one. The closed conformation
is induced by the binding of a nucleotide and is stabilized by
interactions between the polymerase and correctly paired bases.
The final checkpoint for correct nucleotide incorporation occurs
at the chemical step. The rate for catalysis slows for incorrect
nucleotides because the bonds that stabilize the transition state
are perturbed from their ideal lengths and angles when a non-
complementary nucleotide occupies the active site.

To copy a DNA template correctly, polymerases must also
avoid inserting or deleting bases. Several models for how
frameshifts arise predict that misalignment of the primer and
template strands during DNA synthesis creates unpaired bases
that are eventually fixated as insertions or deletions[21].
Because these strand misalignments are more likely to occur
when DNA is unbound, a polymerase that dissociates frequently
from the DNA also has lower frameshift fidelity. Hence, the bind-
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The binding of the magnesium ions by Asp705 (E. coli) is critical
for catalysis. All known mutations of this residue abolish poly-
merase activity. In an analysis of 300 active mutants ofTaq DNA
polymerase I constructed with random substitutions in motif A,
the only amino acid residue that was not substitutable was this
aspartic acid[7].

The other highly conserved residue within motif A is Glu710
(E. coli), which appears to participate in the stabilization of
the closed form of the polymerase. Joyce and co-workers, how-
ever, found that this residue can be replaced without abolishing
polymerase activity[23]. One novel property obtained from
the mutation of Glu710 is the ability to incorporate ribonu-
cleotides. The E710A mutant can incorporate rNTPs up to
1000-fold more efficiently than wildtype, but this substitution
decreases dNTP incorporation by as much as 40-fold. Based
on crystallographic evidence, the hydrophobic chain of Glu710
forms half of the pocket surrounding the 2′ position of the
deoxyribose ring. This hydrophobic pocket occludes ribonu-
cleotides from the active site the polymerase. It has also been
suggested that the Glu710 could also bind to a magnesium ion
and serve to occlude the 2′ hydroxy group of the ribose ring.
However, structural evidence for this hypothesis needs to be
established.

Our group has also examined residues in motif A that
contributed to rNTP exclusion by substituting random oligonu-
cleotides for the nucleotides that encode motif A and studied the
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ng affinity of a polymerase to its DNA substrates is impor
or not only its processivity but also its accuracy.

Family A DNA polymerases share six motifs that are ev
ionarily conserved (Fig. 1b). These motifs contact the substra
nd form the active site (Table 2). Motifs A, B, and C are th
ost highly conserved. In fact, motifs A and C exist in all kno
NA and RNA polymerases. Motifs 1, 2 and 6 are conse
tructurally but vary more in amino acid sequence, sugge
hat these regions may have fewer bonding interactions wit
ubstrates.

.1. Motif A

Located in the palm domain, motif A is one of two conser
otifs present in all DNA and RNA polymerases. Resid

n motif A make contact with the primer strand bases, su
hosphate backbone, and the catalytic magnesium ions[18–20].

able 2
onserved motifs of Family A DNA polymerases

otif Conservationa Contacts to substrate

Family A, B, X, Y, and reverse
transcriptase

DNA primer and Mg2+

Family A, B, and X Incoming nucleotide and temp
Family A, B, X, Y, and reverse
transcriptase

DNA primer terminus and Mg2+

Family A DNA template and primer back

Family A DNA minor groove and templa
Family A DNA minor groove and templa

a See Refs.[45–48].
e

ncorporation of ribonucleotides by mutant DNA polymera
24]. We created over 100,000 variants ofTaq polymerase
y randomizing the sequence within motif A, selected ac
lones from this library using genetic complementation
olA− E. coli strain, and then tested 300 of these for their ab
o incorporate ribonucleotides. Selected substitutions at
lu615 and Ile614 (equivalent to Glu710 and Ile709 inE. coli
ol I) increased the rate of rNTP incorporation. Interestin
everal mutations at Ile614, as well as others in motif A, a
utator alleles—they reduce the base substitution fidelity o
nzyme by as much as 300-fold[5,15,25]. How do these tw
hanges coincide? One possibility is that substitutions at Il
ncrease the enzyme’s preference for specific non-Watson–
asepairs. Alternatively, these substitutions are likely to w

he active site and relax the substrate specificity of the enz
le614 makes no direct contacts with the incoming nucleo
nd its mutational effects are likely to be indirect, either

Select mutant(s) and property Refe

E. coli E710A: increased ribonucleotide incorporation [23]

ase Taq F667Y: increased dideoxynucleotide incorporation [30]
E. coli H881A: increased replication fidelity [35]

E. coli deletion of residues 590-613: decreased DNA
binding, processivity, and frameshift fidelity

[36]

kboneE. coli R668A: decreased DNA binding [35,37,38]
kboneE. coli Q849A: decreased DNA binding [35,37,38]
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distorting the size or shape of the active site or by altering the
geometry of its neighboring residues. Ile614 mutations may
expand the active site pocket, thereby increasing the repertoire
of tolerable nucleotide substrates. The hypothesis of widening
the active site is supported by the crystal structures of several
error-prone DNA Family Y polymerases, each containing a
larger active site pockets and incorporating non-complementary
nucleotides at high frequency[26–28]. The ability of Y family
polymerases to incorporate ribonucleotides has not yet been
reported.

The creation of an RNA polymerase from DNA polymerase
by Joyce and co-workers was only partially successful because
the enzymes identified still maintained a preference for incor-
porating dNTPs over rNTPs. Romesberg and coworkers went
one step further by using applied molecular evolution to select
for a more efficient RNA polymerase[10]. They constructed
a phage-conjugated library of 107 Taq variants by randomizing
the sequence within specific motifs and then used four rounds of
phage display selection to recover those variants that incorporate
rNTPs. They identified at least 3Taq enzymes with greater rNTP
than dNTP incorporation (as much as a 10,000-fold increase in
rNTP incorporation) and catalytic efficiencies that were compa-
rable to the wildtype enzyme. These mutants contained 2, 5, and
8 amino acid substitutions. This finding suggests that multiple
mutations in DNA polymerase may be necessary for conversion
into an efficient RNA polymerase. Interestingly, all the muta-
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2.2. Motif B

The residues of motif B, located in the fingers domain, form
the O-helix inTaq Pol I. This helix contacts the nascent basepair
during polymerization and hydrogen bonds with the triphosphate
of the incoming nucleotide. Four residues are evolutionarily con-
served in this motif: Arg659, Lys663, Phe667, and Tyr671, all of
which locate to the helical face that contacts the newly formed
basepair. To determine which residues can be replaced without
compromising polymerase activity, Suzuki et al. randomized the
motif B sequence to generate a library containing 104 variants
and selected for active variants by complementation to apolA−
E. coli strain[8]. Their results revealed that only Arg659 and
Lys663 are essential for activity, which is in concordance with
crystallographic data demonstrating their binding to the phos-
phates of the incoming nucleotide.

All other motif B residues tolerate substitutions without loss
of genetic complementability, but substitutions in these positions
alter the enzyme’s substrate specificity. The most drastic exam-
ple is observed at one residue, Phe667 inTaq and Phe762 inE
coli Pol I, that discriminates against dideoxynucleotides during
DNA synthesis. In both polymerases, mutation of the phenylala-
nine to a tyrosine eliminates their ability to discriminate against
dideoxynucleotides and allows them to incorporate these ana-
logues preferentially over natural deoxynucleotides[30]. This
result is underscored by the observation in T7 DNA polymerase
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ions in these new enzymes mapped to either the Motif A o
icinity, despite the presence of mutations in Motifs B and
he library. One could speculate that Motif A is perhaps a m
mportant determinant of ribonucleotide selection than the o

otifs, or that mutations in Motif A are better tolerated in te
f activity.

Substitutions in Motif A ofTaq also allow for the incorpo
ation of nucleotides with bulky modifications at the 2′ position
f the sugar. The desire to create these specialized polym
tems from the need in industry for the synthesis of polym
ith novel functionality. To this end, the 2′ nucleotide positio
f DNA serves as a convenient location for tethering des
ompounds. Romesberg and co-workers attempted to e
olymerases that could incorporate nucleotides contain
′ ether using phage display[29]. Although they randomize
esidues in several regions across the gene, the mutant
elected contained only motif A mutations. These muta
apped to Ile614 and Glu615. Although further work is nee

o compare the activity and fidelity of these mutants to wild
aq, motif A appears to be a strong determinant of selectivi
he 2′ position.

Attempts to change DNA polymerase substrate speci
y mutating motif A residues have been reasonably succe
specially in the realm of ribonucleotide incorporation. M

ions at residues Ile709 and Glu710 (E. coli) have demonstrate
he greatest potency. These successes, however, have intr
dditional questions as to how these residues determine fid

le709, in particular, contacts no substrates directly, and
ffers few clues to its mechanism of action. It remains to
een whether each of these mutations expand the active s
e have hypothesized.
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here mutation of the native residue Tyr526 to a pheny
ine produces the opposite result—it increases the enz
iscrimination against dideoxynucleotides by over 1000-
his bi-directional reversal of substrate specificity is one o
ost elegant demonstrations of the effect of a single re

n DNA polymerases. Tabor and Richarson hypothesized
ecause the residue and the 2′ hydroxy group of the incom

ng nucleotide are in the same vicinity, they may coordina
atalytic metal ion or water during catalysis. Moreover, los
ither the 2′ hydroxy or the tyrosine hydroxy could be comp
ated by the gain of the other. This hypothesis is not in ac
ith the crystal structure, which shows the two chemical
tituents neighboring each other, but fails to show that eithe
oordinates a metal or water[18]. Nevertheless, another pos
le mechanism – that of electronegativity compensation – c
lso explain these results. The enhancement in the incor

ion of dideoxynucleotides have been instrumental in develo
ethods for rapid sequencing of DNA. Today, the F667YTaq
olymerase is extensively used in DNA Sanger sequencin

The other highly conserved but mutable residue in mo
s Tyr671 (Taq) [8]. This residue, with its aromatic ring, stac
ith the newly formed basepair and stabilizes it. Mutation o
orresponding Tyr766 inE. coli Pol I increases the enzymes a

ty to incorporate ribonucleotides, but decreases the fideli
NA replication[23,31]. This increase in ribonucleotide inco
oration is, however, exclusive to purines, suggesting that
tructure may also contribute to sugar discrimination in the p
erase.
As in the case of motif A, motif B contains residues tha

ot contact the substrate but can nevertheless alter its spec
erturbations of the active site, either sterically or geometric
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is sometimes invoked to explain changes in substrate specificity
[25]. However, in the case of motif B, an additional mechanism
is offered by Suzuki and co-workers. They suggest that one such
mutant,Taq A661E, with increased rate of rNTP incorporation
achieves this phenotype by stabilizing the enzyme in the closed
conformation through intra-protein interactions[32]. Movement
of motif B is a major component of the open to closed transi-
tion, and if this motif can be stabilized in the closed form, the
enzyme may have a longer time to incorporate substrates, even
those that are normally disfavored. Results withE. coli Pol I also
suggest that separate mechanisms to discriminate bases exists at
motifs A and B. When I709N and A759R error-prone alleles
from motifs A and B are combined, they produce synergistic
rather than additive increases in mutation frequency[15]. One
would expect that if these alleles function through the same
mechanism, their combination would yield only additive results
at best. The biochemical verification of this hypothesis remains
to be performed, but stabilizing the closed form of the poly-
merase may represent a powerful strategy for decreasing the
ability of the polymerase to discriminate between different sub-
strates.

Amino acid residues in motif B may also confer nucleotide
discrimination through bonds with select bases. In the case of
Taq polymerase, Waksman and co-workers contend that the
enzyme is uniquely bonded to ddGTP through Arg660, which
increases its incorporation relative to the three other dideoxynu-
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bases. Such a phenotype is not unique to this mutant, but it illus-
trates an important concept: the ability of a DNA polymerase to
utilize a nucleotide depends on its efficiency at both the inser-
tion and extension steps of polymerization. The efficiencies for
these processes are sometimes disconnected, but both must be
considered when creating a successful polymerase.

It appears that motif C plays a role in both the insertion
and extension steps of polymerization, but the specific contri-
bution of many motif C residues to replication fidelity remains
largely unexplored, as no extensive mutagenesis analysis has
been reported, compared to motifs A and B. This region provides
a rich target for future investigations into polymerase specificity
determinants.

2.4. Motif 1

Motif 1 consists of a helix and loop located at the tip of
the thumb domain, where it interacts with the sugar-phosphate
backbone of the DNA template and primer, four to seven base-
pairs upstream from the active site[18–20]. Of the conserved
regions, motif 1 residues are the most distant from the active
site. Relatively few mutations in this motif have been stud-
ied in detail. Kunkel and co-workers deleted the entire motif,
including residues 590 to 613, inE. coli Pol I, and observed a
100-fold increase inKD to DNA, a decrease in processivity, and
a decrease in frameshift fidelity when the mutant was assayed
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leotides[33]. An R660D mutant of this polymerase display
ecreased ddGTP incorporation and produced sequencing

ions where ddGTP terminations do not predominate. So fa
rystal structure has failed to provide a mechanism to acc
or this base-specific enhancement of incorporation.

The dramatic changes seen in motif B mutants high
ts importance in determining substrate specificity. The m
rominant of these changes, seen in the switch in prefe

rom deoxynucleotides to dideoxynucleotides illustrates
ne residue alone can impact selectivity. Most determinan
ubstrate specificity, however, are more subtle. Finally, res
hat stabilize a catalytically competent form of the enzyme
iden the substrate specificity of an enzyme by allowing m

ime for chemical steps involving disfavored reactions.

.3. Motif C

Motif C is located in the palm domain, and like motif A,
onserved in all DNA and RNA polymerases; it contains
econd aspartic residue (Asp882 inE. coli) that coordinates th
atalytic magnesium ions and is crucial for polymerase ac
18–20,34]. This motif also contains the evolutionary conser
al880 and His881, which interact with the nucleotide su
f the primer terminus, and Glu883, which coordinates
sp882 via a water molecule.
Several residues in motif C have been assayed for thei

n determining DNA replication fidelity, and of these, one of
ore interesting is His881. The H881A mutant demonstra
ase substitution antimutator effect when assayed on a g
lasmid[35]. This effect is due to a decreased ability to ext
ismatches rather than to changes in the ability to misi
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n homopolymeric runs of bases[36]. No large changes in th
NTP binding or catalytic rate occurred. Because such a
egion was deleted, it is difficult to conclude which residues
esponsible for the phenotype. Later work showed that N5
nd S582A mutants actually had slightly increased frame
delity [35]. Because individual mutations in motif 1 have o
light effects on frameshift fidelity, the authors of this later st
uggest that there may be some functional redundancy
NA binding ability of these residues. Further mutational a
sis of this region will be necessary to resolves this issue a
etermine the role of each residue in greater detail. Neverth
otif 1 appears to be promising target if one wanted to ch

he binding affinity of the polymerase to the DNA backbone

.5. Motif 2

Motif 2 consists of two beta strands located in the p
omain. Residues in this domain interact with the DNA m
roove and template sugar-phosphate backbone[18–20]. One
f the most important residues in this motif is Arg668 (E. coli),
hich binds to the primer and template terminal bases, thr

he N-3 position of purines and the O-3 of pyrimidines within
inor groove. Mutation of this residue decreases catalytic a

ty by up to 300-fold and increasesKD to DNA by up to 23-fold
34,37,38]. Arg668 may especially be important for allowi
he enzyme to extend mispairs and bypass lesions such as
ites and oxidative damage; Arg668 mutants lose these ab
nd therefore appear more accurate when tested on tem
ontaining base adducts[39,40]. When assayed on undamag
NA substrates, however, the R668A mutant exhibits a two
ecrease in base substitution fidelity[35].
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Other residues in motif 2 bind to the template sugar-
phosphate backbone have also been analyzed. N675A and
N678A single mutants do not have significantly altered frame-
shift fidelity [35]. These results, like those seen in motif 1,
suggest redundancy in the sugar-phosphate binding ability of
the polymerase and imply that in order to create polymerases
that bind strongly to DNA with modified sugar-phosphate back-
bones, multiple mutations may be required. Rational designs of
polymerases in the future should consider the contacts that motif
2 makes with the minor groove and template backbone.

2.6. Motif 6

Motif 6 consists of a helix running parallel to the DNA
template strand in the palm, at the base of the fingers. It too par-
ticipates in binding the DNA minor groove. Gln849 in this motif
is especially important because it hydrogen bonds to the first
base of the template strand[18–20]. Loss of Gln849 decreases
DNA binding by up to 40-fold while virtually preserving dNTP
binding [34,37,38]. Fidelity assays based on in vitro synthesis
across a gapped plasmid show increases in replication accuracy
of three- to 10-fold for the Q849A mutant, depending upon the
sequence that is tested[35]. Surprisingly, this result contrasts
those seen with the R668A mutant, which is also a minor grove
binding residue, located in motif 2. Why these two minor groove
bonding residues produce opposite phenotypes when mutated
w
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A, but five other mutations outside of conserved motives. That
these mutants have eight and six substitutions, respectively, sug-
gests that multiple mutations may be necessary for the extension
assays they have tested. Why would multiple mutations be nec-
essary to confer a desired trait? One possibility is that mutations
that do not contact substrates directly have minute effects on the
enzyme’s selectivity; in order for these mutations to have a con-
siderable effect, many of them must be present and they must
be additive.

An alternative reason why multiple mutations may be
required for drastic changes in substrate specificity is that the
majority of these serve a compensatory role to balance the detri-
mental effect of one mutation. In this scenario, one mutation
may be sufficient to alter the substrate specificity, but it is also
detrimental to the stability or activity of the enzyme. Other muta-
tions would then be necessary to compensate for this detrimental
effect, such as by stabilizing the folding of the protein. It will
be interesting to verify these hypotheses as novel polymerases
with multiple mutations are dissected and studied further.

Mutations outside conserved motifs often have no contact
with substrates. In such cases, the effects of the mutations may
be indirect and mediated through mechanisms previously men-
tioned. These include changes in steric exclusion of the active
site, distortion of the reaction geometry, and retention of the
polymerase in a catalytically competent conformation. Multiple
mutations and mutations distributed outside the active site may
b abilize
t
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ill be an interesting issue to pursue in the future.

.7. Residues outside the conserved motifs

The evolutionary conserved motifs represent structura
ents of the protein where several residues involved in

trate binding, conformational change, or catalysis are clus
owever, residues that are outside of these clusters also
ignificant roles in enzyme substrate specificity. Kunkel and
orkers showed that mutations outside the conserved m
an have up to a two-fold effect on altering replication fide
35]. To be sure, the mutated residues are often evolution
onserved, but these findings nevertheless point to region
re several angstroms from the active site as potential ta

or enzyme redesign. Mutations at these residues may pro
hanges in volume and shape that are transmitted to the acti
ue to neighbor-to-neighbor amino acid interactions. A la
mino acid substitution, for example, could push neighbo
esidue into the active site, whereas, a smaller amino acid
titution could create a cavity that could draw other resi
way from the active site. Crystal structures of these mu
ay reveal whether this concept is indeed correct.
Other examples of the importance of mutations in n

onserved regions appears in a study by Holliger and co-wo
ho evolvedTaq DNA polymerase to become efficient at exte

ng mismatches[41]. These enzymes have an increased ab
o extend nucleotides labeled with biotin, fluorescein, or b
yes. One of their mutants has substitutions that map to
reas outside the conserved motifs, and only one of these

ions, N583S, makes a contact with a substrate, which is a p
ase. The other mutant they report has one mutation in
-
-
.
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-
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-
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y
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r
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e necessary to compensate for other mutations that dest
he polymerase.

. Conclusion

The structure of DNA polymerase can be divided
omains and motifs with functions assigned to each base
rystallographic information. Experimental data indicate
ultiple regions of polymerase often influence the properti

he enzyme. Regions of the polymerase that make unmista
ontacts with substrates are easily designated with a fun
nd in a few cases, these functions have borne out through

mentation. However, much of the enzyme does not make
ontacts with substrates, or in some cases, these contacts
ict experimental data. Moreover, the crystal structures of p
erases are clouded by uncertainty as to which conforma
re the most important for activity. Recent structures sho
atalytically competent crystals ofBst DNA polymerase I ha
egun to verify the biological significance of currently availa
tructures[42,43].

While the rational approach to redesigning polymerase
orked in a few instances, and only when residue-to-subs
ontacts are clear, the popular strategy for moving ahead
uture polymerase redesign has been through molecular
ution. This approach has produced a wealth of polyme

utants that need to be fully characterized. Many of t
utants have only mutations that are outside of the cons
otifs. What new mechanisms can we uncover about how
utations function?
While these studies have described the involvement of

idual amino acids in catalysis they have not, so far, prese
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a comprehensive structure of how DNA polymerases change at
each nucleotide-binding event. Is base-selection primarily gov-
erned by the geometry at the active site or by kinetic differences
in the incorporation of complementary and non-complementary
nucleotides? If DNA polymerases are dynamic structures that
change conformation throughout the molecule at each catalytic
step, do we have the tools to define a dynamic conformation?
Can one label DNA polymerases with fluorescent analogs and
measure changes in conformation throughout the molecule as
a function of nucleotide additions? The dream of many “poly-
merologists” is to have a movie that portrays conformation as a
function of nucleotide additions. Static structures even those
involving ternary complexes of polymerase, template-primer
and deoxynucleotide substrates may not be sufficient to establish
the mechanism of base-selection which is central to the fidelity
of DNA replication.
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